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BUSINESS TRANSFORMATION
STRATEGY ENGAGEMENTS
Technology is disrupting every industry,
transforming how value is created and
captured. The Wujec Group helps
organizations develop, prototype, and
implement technology innovation strategies
in four ways.

A

KNOWLEDGE
• GROW
Technology is advancing

MINDSET
• FOSTER
Attitude frames possibilities,

exponentially, accelerating the
pace of change. The Wujec
Group deepens executives
understanding of emerging
technologies with workshops,
events, curated materials, and
assessment systems.

ENTERPRISE

Enterprise engagements inform, inspire,
provoke, and challenge senior leaders.
Through immersive experiences, the
engagements educate leaders on the
impact of emerging technologies with
the needs and opportunities their
business face.

• IMMERSION Engage senior leaders in deep dive

workshops, presentations, and curated
documentation that suits the needs and learning
styles of the participants. These sessions expose
leaders to a broad range of technologies as well as
identify specific technologies relevant to the
business.

• EXPERIENCES Visit technology clusters,

hotspots and centres of excellence, including
corporate, academic, government, and start ups,
nationally and potentially internationally.

• STRATEGY Develop a clear technology strategy
which may identify new businesses to add to a
portfolio, as well as implement technology to
enhance existing businesses.

• INNOVATION At the heart of the engagement is
creating and capturing new value.

options, and choices. The Wujec
Group provides senior leaders
with tools and systems to shift
their organization’s fundamental
approach to thinking about
technology as a tool for growth.

B

NETWORK
• EXPAND
Growing business is about
connecting with the right
people. The Wujec Group can
identify, introduce, and engage
leaders with a community of
technology thought-leaders,
developers, and investors.

STRATEGY
• DEVELOP
Setting a clear direction
involves engaging and aligning
leaders to build out clear and
comprehensive frameworks.
The Wujec Group applies
Wicked Problem Solving tools
to speed up planning and
implementation.

OPERATION

Operational engagements help
business line leaders identify
opportunities for technology
innovation, launch pilot projects, and
guide technology implementations to
successful ongoing operations.

MAPPING Lead operational leaders in
• VALUE
deep dive sessions to assess how value can be
improved through technology in each part of their
organization. Participants will assess operational
efficiency, new product viability, and new business
models across the entire value chain.
PROJECTS Select and guide projects from
• PILOT
concept to prototype to implementation,
incorporating modern agile approaches.
GROWTH Develop an operating model
• SCALE
of three time horizons, H1. H2 and H3. Cultivate a
culture of innovation and growth in the context of
the organization’s technology investment
philosophy.

A

ENTERPRISE ENGAGEMENTS
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Enterprise engagements focus on identifying disruptive and
competitively effective technologies, new product classes, new
services, and platform strategies.
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ASSESS
The diagnostic
evaluates the
organization’s current
knowledge of and
mindset towards
technology and
disruptive innovation.
The diagnostic will
establish a baseline
across the board.

ORIENT
One or more deep dive
workshops establish a
shared platform for
understanding of
technology trends, their
impact, and
implementation. Expert
speakers, as available,
provide detail and colour
for each technology.

FRAME
Framing sessions provide
participants with
opportunities to
contextualize the
relevance of
technologies to the
enterprise and specific
operations. Participants
will connect technology
with business outcomes.

CONNECT
Networking meetings
introduce senior leaders
to technology leaders,
creating new
relationships and
potential partnerships.
These meetings will
range from formal to
informal and may include
international travel.

DESIGN
Facilitate the
development of a
Berwind technology
strategy, with two
facets: enterprise focus
on investment
philosophy, criteria, and
returns; and operational
focus on technology
selection and
implementation.

INVEST
Assist in connecting the
organization with
potential target
acquisitions. Perform
due diligence,
assessment of
technologies, and
detailed profiles of
organizations.

Diagnostic

Technology

Frames

Meetings

Strategy

Invest

• Business: goals,
•
•
•
•

philosophy, performance.
Technology: literacy,
applications, attitudes.
Innovation: culture,
metrics, performance.
Learning styles: verbal,
visual, experiential.
Logistics: timeline,
locations, support.

• Technology classes:

•
•

sensing, computation, AI,
robotics, synthbio,
material science, energy,
financial, among others.
Timelines: tech evolution
and breakthroughs.
Maps: Industry, market,
financial, investment
activity, technology.

• Relevance: to Berwind
•

•

investment philosophy.
Position: Identify
characteristics of
acquisition candidates,
low capital, strong niche
positions, steady growth,
rising markets.
Risk factors: rate of
change, disruption, etc.

• Silicon Valley Experience.
• Singularity University.
• Industry events such as
•
•
•
•

Exponential Manufacturing and Medicine.
Academic Events.
Industry Conferences.
Private Events.
Private Meetings.

• Recap assessment.
• Clarify market place.
• Sharpen criteria for
•

investment
Identify potential
investment targets.

• Meet with acquisition
•
•

organizations.
Assess technology
position.
Advise on organizational
technology maturity.

B

OPERATIONAL ENGAGEMENT

Operation engagements identify and implement technologies
for specific divisions, organizations or product lines.

1
CONTEXT
Participants engage in a
business and technology
diagnostic to clarify the
business context,
industry and market
trends, current
technologies, attitudes,
and broad innovation
objectives.

2
DEEP DIVE
Participants use a
panoramic environment
to display their entire
business through variety
of frameworks,
including business
structure, value creation,
customer journey to
identify areas for
advancement.

3
VALUE OPTIONS
Participants identify
opportunities to add new
value by applying
emerging technologies.
These will address three
horizons: H1, current
products, services, and
process; H2, emerging
solutions; and H3,
disruptive solutions.

4
BOLD STEPS
Participants will produce
and assess low-fidelity
prototypes of
technology augmented
solutions. Each bold step
will be assigned an
implementation profile,
identifying cost,
resources, time, risk, and
impact.

5
IMPLEMENT
Several prototypes will
be converted into fully
implemented projects.
The plans will be rolled
out with appropriate
methods such as lean or
agile.

6
MANAGE
The on-going projects
will be developed into a
technology
implementation
scorecard, which will be
incorporated into the
organization’s scorecard.

